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1. I have noticed that, in connection with the today given unique permission to dive in the 

Kreidesee, I have to disengage the Diving Base Kreidesee and the VIST Presidency from 
any claims that might accrue against these companies because of my presence and diving 
activities. 

 
2. With my signature I confirm that I have received a seemap and the diving-regulations 

which are displayed at the reception. Missing log in before diving will result in immediate 
prohibition of diving and banishment! Identity card or breviary placed into the letter-box 
will rank as temporary log in. 

 
3. Should I need help because of a diving-accident I will pay all expenses as long as they are 

not covered by my insurance, even if third persons have initiated the rescue train. In case 
of a diving accident I have to inform the diving base or the guard. 

 
4. My medical diving certificate is not older than two years, beyond the age of 40 not older 

than one year! I will not dive after consuming alcohol or any other drugs. 
 
5. I may only use equipment that is apt for cold water according to DIN EN 250. I must use 

two seperatly closable breathing systems, also as a diving pupil. Alternative pony-bottles 
must show a volume of 2 liters at least. I must be completely equipped. 

 
6. Depths of diving: for bronze, OWD, AOWD or equivalent maximum 25 metres. For silver, 

rescue or equivalent maximum 40 metres. For higher briviaries maximum 45 metres. If 
you have dived more than 100 times since your last examination you may use the next 
deeper depth. After previous log in, trimix-divers are allowed to dive deeper than 45 
metres. Diving at night is allowed till maximum 15 metres. 

 
7. Diving is not allowed between 11.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m.. Diving in the depth that is allowed 

for the next higher breviary must be logged in and must be accompanied by divers with at 
least golden or equivalent breviaries. The maximum depth of deko-stop allowed is 6 
metres. I will surface with at least 20% air in reserve. 

 
8. As a diving-teacher/assistant I am allowed to dive with maximum two diving beginners at 

a time. I am not allowed to dive alone. Beeing a diver with bronze, OWD breviary, my 
accompanying diver has to have at least the same breviary to dive as an independent team! 

 
9. I am not allowed to operate compressors or power-aggregates on the area. 
 
10. I am not allowed to approach equipments or buildings under water, to procure access or 

to dive in them. I will pay attention to restrictions at the entry points. Damage on the 
diving-objects will be denounced as property damage. 

 
11. With my signature I acknowledge the items 1 to 11. I will follow the instructions and 

controls of the VIST-guards. In case of contravention of the diving-regulations, directions 
and instructions I have to recon with permanent banishment and prohibition of diving. 
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